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Provides brain segmentation that allows 
subregional tracer quantification in native patient 
brain space.

Completely Automatic
Offers fully automated and consistent results.

Fast, Thorough Quantitative 
Data
In about 10 minutes, PETQuant returns 
a complete report with color overlay and 
quantitative information for 46 brain structures.

Amyloid Deposition and 
Metabolism Analysis
Option available to license two separate reports 
that correspond to the PET tracer used.

Simplified and Easy-to-Read 
Reports
Color-coded graphical presentation simplifies 
quantitative reads. 

Available Anytime, Anywhere
Secure, cloud-based system provides access 
anytime, from virtually anywhere.

Automated & fast analysis of PET brain 
studies to quantify subregional tracer 

binding in native brain space

Quantification, Simplified.

Supports FDG and Florbetapir tracers
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PETQuant Florbetapir Report
PETQuant Florbetapir report shows blue for less than 
average amyloid deposition and red for greater than 
average amyloid deposition compared to normative 
population data.

PETQuant FDG Report
PETQuant FDG report shows blue for reduced sub-
regional (hypo-)metabolism and red for elevated (hyper-)
metabolism compared to normative population data.

Color-Blended Brain Segmentation
A color overlay of the 3D MR series enabling 
closer inspection on a PACS or other DICOM 

Exportable Raw Data
Data is easily exported to a CSV file for 
research needs.

Coronal Loop
Video illustrating a color-coded, 
segmented brain.

 Enables physicians and researchers to perform 
     post-acquisition analyses of PET brain studies 
     to quantify subregional tracer binding in 
     native patient brain space

 Automatic quantification of PET tracer 
     bindings is localized to brain structures 
     identified by NeuroQuant 3D T1 MRI 
     segmentation

 Choose between two tracers for metabolic 
     (FDG) and amyloid-based (Florbetapir) analysis

 Visual and statistical (Z-score) comparisons  
     of each normalized regional PET tracer value 
     compared to normative population data

 Reports and additional output provided in 
     standard DICOM format

 Compatible with GE, Philips and Siemens 
     PET and PET/CT scanners

 Online, research use only software,  
     requiring both a NeuroQuant compatible  
     3D T1 MRI scan and PETQuant compatible 
     PET scan

Additional PETQuant Output

Two Separate PETQuant Reports Correspond to the PET Tracer Used

Expanding the use of NeuroQuant’s trusted and proven technology, PETQuant 
provides an additional research tool in the evaluation of neurodegenerative 

dementias, such as Alzheimer’s disease and frontotemporal dementia.

Thorough,  
Easy-to-Read & 
Fast Insight with 

PETQuant™


